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DESCRIPTION
Field of the invention

[0001] The invention relates to a crimping machine system. In particular, it relates to a 
crimping machine system which is suitable for connecting hoses and connectors to each other 
by means of a crimp connection.

Background of the invention

[0002] Crimping machines are used for making various crimp connections and for joining 
pieces by crimping, in which machines the crimping tool comprises several jaw segments which 
are placed in a circular array and are movable radially in relation to the work piece to be 
machined and the centre of the crimping tool. In this description, the term jaw will also be used 
for referring to a jaw segment.

[0003] The piece to be machined by said crimping machine is typically a connector, known as 
such, which is clamped around a flexible hose to make a tight fitting. Part of the structure of the 
connector is also fitted inside the hose.

[0004] For making the crimp connection, the hose and the connector are joined and placed in 
an opening in the centre of the crimping machine, after which the jaws are used to perform 
crimping from several radial directions simultaneously towards the centre of the crimping tool. 
The number of jaws may be 8 or more, normally an even number, and they are normally 
placed two by two on opposite sides of the work piece. The jaws normally cover an equal share 
of the circular shape, and they are normally placed at substantially even intervals on the circle. 
The crimp connection is based on a deformation of the work piece, whereby the diameter of 
the outermost part, for example collar, of the connector placed around, for example, a flexible 
hose is reduced, pressing the hose tightly between an inner part and the outermost part of the 
connector.

[0005] The opposite jaws, as a pair, delimit the minimum and maximum diameter of the 
opening left between them. The jaws determine the minimum diameter of the opening, when 
the adjacent jaws are tightly against each other and the radial movement towards the centre of 
the opening has been completed. With openings larger than this, the jaws can be apart from 
each other, and it is possible to perform crimping by applying a desired force effect. Several 
forces, which are preferably equal in magnitude, are effective on the work piece from radial 
directions and cause the desired deformation, by means of which it is possible to connect 
different parts of the work piece to each other.

[0006] The position of the jaws or the size of the opening is measured either directly or 
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indirectly, in order to know the size of the opening in each situation and at different stages of 
crimping. The measurement can be taken from a mechanism that moves the jaws, or from an 
actuator effective on the jaws and said mechanism. This is typically the measurement of the 
position. During crimping, the size ofthe opening is monitored, and the crimping is ended after 
a predetermined opening size or measurement has been achieved. Said predetermined 
opening size or measurement is selected according to the type of the work piece, the size of 
the work piece, the materials, or other parameters relating to the work piece or objectives for 
the crimping process or the desired deformation.

[0007] After the crimping process, the work piece is, according to the state of the art, subjected 
to a verifying measurement, either in a separate measuring device or while the work piece is 
still in the crimping machine.

[0008] The above presented crimping machines can also be used for making corrugations, 
reductions and other deformations, for example, at the ends of tubes. A crimping machine of 
prior art for making various crimp connections and for joining pieces by crimping is disclosed in 
document EP 2 241 389 A2. Another known crimping device is disclosed in WO 01/33675 A1.

[0009] The operation of the jaws of the crimping machine is based on various devices. The 
jaws are functionally coupled to a device that forces the jaws to move simultaneously and in 
the radial direction. It may be a mechanism in a single piece or in several pieces, comprising 
wedge-like counter surfaces or guide surfaces or moving in a direction perpendicular to a line 
extending through the centre of the opening. It may also be an annular or circumferential 
wedge mechanism based on, for example, one or two cones moving in parallel with the line 
extending through the centre of the opening. The jaws and the mechanism or device are 
moved by one or more actuators which are typically cylinder actuators driven by pressurized 
medium. The actuator exerts a force effect on the work piece by means of the jaws and the 
mechanism or device.

[0010] A crimping machine system according to the preamble of claim 1 is disclosed in FR 
1511418 A.

Summary of the invention

[0011] The solution for a crimping machine system according to the invention is presented in 
claim 1. The presented solution provides several advantages to previous systems. The 
presented solution can be applied as such or as a part of a crimping machine or another 
crimping machine system. In particular but not solely, it relates to a crimping machine system 
or a crimping machine which is suitable for connecting hoses and connectors to each other by 
means of a crimp connection, or for tasks implementing a corresponding deformation.

[0012] The crimping machine system according to the presented solution comprises a series
of clamping jaws. The jaws are placed in a circular array, they define an opening formed
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between the jaws and intended for the work piece to be crimped, and for reducing the size of 
said opening, the jaws are configured to move radially with respect to the central axis defined 
by the jaws. The crimping machine system also comprises a flange structure configured to 
move in parallel with the central axis, and a first power transmitting member equipped with 
inclined guide surfaces and placed between the jaws and the flange structure. As the flange 
structure moves in parallel with the central axis, which flange structure is placed inside a ring- 
shaped circular structure configured to rotate around said central axis, said first power 
transmitting member is configured to force the jaws to move radially towards the central axis. 
The crimping machine system also comprises a second power transmitting member equipped 
with helical guide surfaces and placed between the circular structure and the flange structure. 
As the second circular structure rotates around the central axis, said second power 
transmitting member is configured to force the flange structure to move in parallel with the 
central axis.

[0013] By means of the presented solution, a compact structure is obtained, particularly if the 
structures are circular or ring-shaped. Thanks to the compact structure, the work piece has 
freer access than before between the jaws, and there is more space for the work piece. As the 
structure of the crimping machine system is substantially symmetrical, or narrow in the 
direction of the central axis, thanks to the compact structure, it improves both visibility and 
usability, wherein the system can be operated from the front as well as from the back and from 
the sides. Better visibility to the opening is also provided from the side directions.

[0014] As the jaws and the work piece are not movable in parallel with the central axis, the 
work piece can be positioned more easily and precisely between the jaws. As the second 
power transmitting member equipped with helical guide surfaces is used, short movements are 
achieved in the structure, which is helpful in constructing a compact structure. By means of the 
helical guide surfaces, a large surface area is also provided, which can be used for transmitting 
greater forces than by means of point-like or linear contacts.

[0015] The use of helical or screw-shaped parts also makes it possible to use rotary motors 
and simple power transmitting members. Consequently, the use of an electrically driven motor 
is also possible.

[0016] In an alternative of the presented solution, the crimping machine system also comprises 
a second flange structure which is configured to move in parallel with said central axis. 
Furthermore, the first and second flange structures are configured to move simultaneously 
towards each other. Furthermore, the crimping machine system comprises a third power 
transmitting member equipped with inclined guide surfaces and placed between the jaws and 
the second flange structure. As the second flange structure moves in parallel with the central 
axis, said third power transmitting member is configured to force the jaws to move radially 
towards the central axis. Furthermore, the crimping machine system comprises a fourth power 
transmitting member equipped with helical guide surfaces and placed between the circular 
structure and the second flange structure. As the circular structure rotates around the central 
axis, said fourth power transmitting member is configured to force the second flange structure
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to move in parallel with the central axis.

[0017] According to an example of the presented solution, the first power transmitting member 
comprises a first guide surface which is placed in said jaws, has a circular shape, and is 
inclined with respect to the central axis. The first power transmitting member also comprises a 
second guide surface which is placed in the first flange structure, has a circular shape and is 
inclined with respect to the central axis. The second guide surface is placed against the first 
guide surface. As the flange structure moves in parallel with the central axis, the second guide 
surface is configured to slide along the first guide surface and simultaneously to force the jaws 
to move radially towards the central axis.

[0018] According to a particular example, the inclined guide surfaces follow the shape of a 
cone or a funnel, for example the shape of a right cone. The inclined guide surfaces act as a 
wedge.

[0019] According to the presented solution, the second power transmitting member comprises 
a first helical guide surface which is placed in the first flange structure, and a second helical 
guide surface which is placed in the circular structure. The second helical guide surface is 
placed against the first helical guide surface. As the circular structure rotates around the 
central axis, the second helical guide surface is configured to slide along the first helical guide 
surface and simultaneously to force the first or second flange structure to move in parallel with 
the central axis.

[0020] According to an example of the presented solution, the helical guide surface is either an 
external screw thread or an internal screw thread.

[0021] According to an example, the crimping machine system further comprises a cogging for 
driving the circular structure, the cogging having a circular shape and being placed in the 
circular structure. If necessary, the cogging can also be utilized in a versatile way by various 
power transmitting members and actuators for transmitting or generating power and motion to 
make the jaws move and exert a force effect on a work piece.

Brief description of the drawings

[0022] In the following, the presented solution will be described in more detail with reference to 
the appended drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows a front view of an example of a crimping machine system applying the presented 
solution,

Fig. 2 shows the example of Fig. 1 in a sectional side view,

Fig. 3 shows the circular structure of the example of Fig. 7 in a sectional view,
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Fig. 4 shows the cogging of the example of Fig. 1 in a sectional view,

Fig. 5 shows the set of jaws of the example of Fig. 7 in a sectional view,

Fig. 6 shows the flange structure of the example of Fig. 1 or Fig. 7 in a sectional view and

Fig. 7 shows a sectional side view of another example of a crimping machine system applying 
the presented solution, and

Fig. 8 shows a front view of the example of Fig. 7.

More detailed description of the invention

[0023] Figures 1 and 2, and on the other hand also Figs. 7 and 8, show two examples of a 
crimping machine system and a crimping machine in which the solution presented in this 
description is applied.

[0024] In Figs. 1 to 8, similar parts, or parts intended for similar functions, are denoted with the 
same reference numeral.

[0025] If necessary, the crimping machine system comprises a frame structure 10 on which the 
other parts of the crimping machine are mounted. The frame structure 10 may comprise 
fastening members 37 for fastening the crimping machine system to a suitable support or a 
movable base which may also constitute a part of the crimping machine.

[0026] In an example, the frame structure 10 comprises a C or Ushaped structure, inside 
which at least the circular structure 16 and the flange structure 14 are partly placed. Said parts 
are held by the frame structure 10, and the frame structure 10 is placed on both sides of the 
circular structure and the flange structure in such directions that are opposite and parallel to 
the central axis X. The circular structure 16 and the flange structure 14 extend away from the 
frame structure 10 and the central axis X, normally above them, when the crimping device is in 
its use position, and the central axis X is substantially horizontal. The frame structure 10 
normally consists of multiple parts and comprises, for example, two vertical sheet structures 
which are placed on opposite sides of said parts.

[0027] The crimping machine system comprises a set of crimping jaws 11. There are 6 to 10 
jaws, normally 8 jaws. The work piece is crimped by means of the jaws 11 or auxiliary jaws to 
be fastened to them. Preferably, the auxiliary jaws are replaceable, wherein various jaws are 
available for various work pieces. The jaws 11 are stationary in the crimping machine system, 
or they are replaceable as well.

[0028] The jaws 11 are placed in a circular array so that they define, together with the auxiliary 
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jaws, if necessary, an opening 12 formed between the jaws 11 and intended for the work piece 
to be crimped. The jaws move radially in view of an imaginary central axis X defined by the 
jaws. The jaws move towards the central axis X for reducing the opening 12 and crimping the 
work piece. The jaws move in the opposite direction, away from the central axis X, for 
enlarging the opening 12, for stopping the crimping and for removing the work piece from the 
crimping machine. The fastening members which are responsible for holding the jaws 11 in the 
crimping machine system and for their engagement to each other, take care of moving the 
jaws simultaneously and in the desired direction. The fastening members comprise, for 
example, spring members placed between the jaws, which members simultaneously tend to 
move the jaws away from the central axis X.

[0029] The crimping machine system further comprises a flange structure 14 which moves in 
parallel with the central axis X, for example in relation to the frame structure 10. In an example, 
the rotation of the flange structure 14 with respect to the central axis X is also prevented.

[0030] In an example, the flange structure 14 is ring-shaped, and the opening 12 is placed in 
the centre of the flange structure 14. Preferably, the opening 12 is freely accessible from both 
sides of the crimping machine system and from such opposite directions which are parallel with 
the central axis X; that is, from the right and the left in Fig. 2.

[0031] In an alternative, the crimping machine system comprises at least one guide member 
30 which is fastened to e.g. the frame structure 10 and along which the flange structure 14 can 
move in parallel with the central axis X. The guide member 30 is preferably stationary with 
respect to the central axis X, as is the frame structure 10. Furthermore, said guide member 30 
prevents the rotation of the flange structure around the central axis X. In an example, the guide 
member 30 is a pin-like protrusion which is parallel to the central axis X and is placed in a 
recess or hole in the flange structure. The flange structure is movable, sliding along said 
protrusion.

[0032] The crimping machine system comprises a power transmitting member 31 whose 
function is to transmit forces from the flange structure 14 to the jaws and to convert the linear 
movement of the flange structure 14 into a transverse movement of the jaws 11. The flange 
structure 14 is linearly movable back and forth in the direction of the central axis X.

[0033] The power transmitting member 31 is equipped with guide surfaces 13, 15 which follow 
the shape of e.g. a funnel or a cone, for example such a right cone whose axis coincides with 
the central axis. The guide surfaces 13, 15 are placed between the jaws 11 and the flange 
structure 14. For example, the guide surface 13 consists of multiple parts, placed in each jaw 
11. In the presented example, the guide surface 15 is a continuous surface placed on the inner 
surface of the flange structure. In another example, at least the guide surface 15 comprises 
multiple parts and consists of surfaces placed at each jaw. In a third example, the guide 
surface 15 consists of several straight planes or surfaces which are placed together in a 
circular array following the shape of a funnel with multiple sides.
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[0034] The guide surfaces 13, 15 are placed in such a way with respect to each other that the
movement of the flange structure 14, which is parallel with the central axis X and to the right in
Fig. 2, forces the jaws 11 to move radially towards the central axis X so that the opening is
reduced and the work piece can be subjected to forces by the jaws, also by auxiliary jaws if
necessary.

[0035] The crimping machine system further comprises a circular structure 16 which rotates 
around the central axis X, for example in relation to the frame structure 10. In an example, the 
movement of the circular structure 1 in parallel with the central axis X is also prevented, which 
is implemented by means of e.g. the frame structure 10. The circular structure 16 is coupled to 
the flange structure 14 which keeps the circular structure 16 stationary in the direction 
transverse to the central axis X. For example, the circular structure 16 placed between the 
frame structure 10 remains stationary in the direction of the central axis X. In an example, the 
flange structure 16 is ring-shaped, and the opening 12 is placed in the centre of the flange 
structure 16.

[0036] As shown in Fig. 3, the circular structure 16 may comprise a structure 28, for example a 
collar, to which the flange structure 14 can be connected, for example by screws.

[0037] In an example, the jaws 11 are supported to a supporting ring 36 in the circular 
structure 16, preventing the jaws from moving in the direction of the central axis X. The circular 
structure 16 may comprise several parts, wherein it comprises, for example, several annular 
parts which are connected to each other for synchronizing the movements. For example, the 
circular structure comprises a collar 35, against which the supporting ring 36 is placed and 
which prevents the movement of the supporting ring 36 in the direction of the central axis X. 
The supporting ring 36 may be an integral part of the circular structure.

[0038] The crimping machine system comprises a power transmitting member 17 whose 
function is to transmit forces from the flange structure 16 to the flange structure 14 and to 
convert the rotary movement of the flange structure 14 into a linear movement of the flange 
structure 14. The circular structure 16 is rotatable in opposite directions around the central axis 
X.

[0039] The power transmitting member 17 is equipped with helical guide surfaces 19, 20 which 
follow the shape of, for example, a spiral whose axis coincides with the central axis. The guide 
surfaces 19, 20 are placed between the circular structure 16 and the flange structure 14. The 
guide surfaces are preferably continuous, but for example the guide surface 20 may comprise 
multiple parts and consist of, for example, successive and helical parts of the guide surface.

[0040] The guide surfaces 19, 20 are placed in such a way with respect to each other that the
rotation of the circular structure 16 around the central axis X, for example clockwise, forces the
flange structure 14 to move in parallel with the central axis X and to the right in Fig. 2. The
rotation of the circular structure 16 around the central axis X in the opposite direction, for
example counter-clockwise, forces the flange structure 14 to move in the opposite direction in
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parallel with the central axis X, to the left in Fig. 2. Simultaneously, the jaws 11 can return and
move in the opposite direction, that is, radially away from the central axis X.

[0041] In an alternative, the power transmitting member 31 comprises a guide surface 13 
which has a circular shape and is inclined with respect to the central axis X, to achieve a 
wedge-like force effect. The guide surface 15 has a circular shape and is inclined with respect 
to the central axis X. The guide surface 15 is placed against the guide surface 13, so that when 
the flange structure 14 moves in parallel with the central axis X, the guide surface 15 moves 
along the guide surface 13 and forces the jaws 11 to move radially towards the central axis X. 
Simultaneously, the jaws slide against e.g. the frame structure 10 or the supporting ring 36. 
The inclined shapes of the guide surfaces 13, 15 match each other. In this description, inclined 
refers, for example, to the fact that an imaginary straight line extending along the guide surface 
13, 15 and coinciding with the central axis X is inclined with respect to the central axis X. By the 
selection of said inclination, the desired wedge effect is achieved.

[0042] In an alternative, the force transmitting member 17 has a helical guide surface 19 in the 
flange structure 14 and a helical guide surface 20 in the circular structure 16. The helical guide 
surface 20 is placed against the helical guide surface 19 so that when the circular structure 16 
rotates around the central axis X, the helical guide surface 20 will slide along the helical guide 
surface 19 and force the flange structure 14 to move in parallel with the central axis X.

[0043] In an alternative, the helical guide surface 19 is an external screw thread in the flange 
structure, and the helical guide surface 20 is an internal screw thread in the circular structure.

[0044] In an example which is also shown in Fig. 2, the circular structure 16 is ring-like, the 
flange structure 14 is placed inside the circular structure 16, and the helical guide surface 19 is 
placed on the outer surface of the flange structure 14. The helical guide surface 19 encloses 
the flange structure 14, and the helical guide surface 20, in turn, is placed on the inner surface 
of the circular structure 16. The helical guide surface 20 encloses the flange structure 14.

[0045] If necessary, the crimping machine system further comprises power transmitting 
members 18 which are connected to the circular structure 16 and which have the function of 
transferring force and movement to the circular structure 16, to achieve the movement of the 
jaws 11 and the crimping of the work piece.

[0046] In an example, the circular structure 16 comprises a cogging 21 which has a circular 
shape and is connected to the circular structure 16. The cogging 21 is used to transmit 
movement to the circular structure 16, for example by the power transmitting members 18. The 
cogging 21 may comprise a structure 39, by means of which the cogging is connected to the 
circular structure 16, for example by screws.

[0047] In an example, the power transmission members 18 comprise a cogged wheel 22 which
is in a functional contact with the cogging 21, to transmit force and movement from the cogged
wheel 22 to the cogging 21. In the presented example, the rotation axis of the cogged wheel is
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parallel with the central axis X.

[0048] In an example, the crimping machine system further comprises an actuator 23 for 
generating a force and a movement which are transmitted by the power transmitting members 
18 to the circular structure 16. Preferably, the actuator is an electrical motor. In another 
alternative, the actuator is one or more cylinders controlled by pressurized medium, wherein 
the power transmitting members 18 comprise members, for example joints or fasteners, by 
means of which the cylinder is connected to the circular structure 16. By means of said power 
transmitting members, the linear movement of extending or shortening the cylinder is 
converted to opposite rotary movements of the circular structure 16. In an example, the 
actuator is a motor operated by pressurized medium.

[0049] The motor, e.g. its output shaft, may be provided with a gear 33 for changing the 
rotation speed of the motor to be suitable for the circular structure 16. Said cogged wheel 22 is 
coupled to the gear, e.g. its output shaft, or directly to the motor. In another alternative, the 
gear 23, or the motor, is directly coupled to the circular structure 16 or the cogging 21.

[0050] According to another alternative shown in Figs. 7 and 8, the crimping machine system 
comprises two flange structures (parts 14 and 25) which operate in opposite directions and 
whose function corresponds to that of e.g. the flange structure 14. In addition, the crimping 
machine system comprises two power transmitting members (parts 31 and 32) operating in 
opposite directions and equipped with guide surfaces, the functions of the members 
corresponding to the function of e.g. the power transmitting member 31. Said power 
transmitting members operate together to force the jaws 11 to move towards the centre. In 
addition, the crimping machine system comprises two power transmitting members (parts 17 
and 27) working in opposite directions and equipped with helical guide surfaces, the functions 
of the members corresponding to the function of e.g. the power transmitting member 17.

[0051] In the alternative of Figs. 7 and 8, the flange structures 14, 25 move simultaneously 
either towards or away from each other, controlled by the circular structure 16. The circular 
structure 16 is, for example, similar to that shown in Fig. 3. The circular structure 16 may 
comprise several parts, wherein it comprises, for example, several adjacent annular parts 
which are connected to each other for synchronizing the movements. In the alternative of Fig. 
7, the left and right parts of the circular structure 16 may consist of two annular parts, each 
equipped with the necessary power transmitting members.

[0052] The crimping machine system comprises a flange structure 25 in which it is possible to 
apply the examples, functions and features which have been described above in connection 
with the flange structure 14. The crimping machine system comprises a power transmitting 
member 32 equipped with guide surfaces 24, 26 having the shape of a funnel or a cone and 
being placed between the jaws 11 and the flange structure 25, and in which it is possible to 
apply the examples, features and functions which have been described above in connection 
with the power transmitting member 31. The crimping machine system comprises a power 
transmitting member 27 equipped with helical guide surfaces 28, 29 and being placed between
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the circular structure 16 and the flange structure 25, and in which it is possible to apply the
examples, features and functions which have been described above in connection with the
power transmitting member 17.

[0053] In an example, the power transmitting member 32 comprises a guide surface 24 which 
is placed in the jaws 11. In the guide surface 24, it is possible to apply the examples, features 
and functions which have been described above in connection with the guide surface 13. The 
guide surface 24 is inclined with respect to both the central axis X and the guide surface 13. As 
shown in Fig. 5, a ridge is formed between the guide surfaces 13, 24 in each jaw 11 and, in 
turn, placed between the flange structures 14, 25. The space between the flange structures 
14, 25 is configured such that they can move towards each other and simultaneously move the 
jaws.

[0054] The power transmitting member 32 further comprises a guide surface 26 in the flange 
structure 25. In the guide surface 26, it is possible to apply the examples, features and 
functions which have been described above in connection with the guide surface 15.

[0055] In an example, the power transmitting member 27 comprises a helical guide surface 28 
in the flange structure 25, having an opposite direction of rotation with respect to the helical 
guide surface 19, as shown in Figs. 3 and 7. In the helical guide surface 28, it is possible to 
apply the examples, features and functions which have been described above in connection 
with the helical guide surface 19. The power transmitting member 27 further comprises a 
helical guide surface 29 in the circular structure 16, having an opposite direction of rotation 
with respect to the helical guide surface 20. The helical guide surface 29 is placed against the 
helical guide surface 28. In the helical guide surface 29, it is possible to apply the examples, 
features and functions which have been described above in connection with the helical guide 
surface 20.

[0056] The operation of the crimping machine system may be controlled by e.g. a separate 
control system. The control system is partly based on components known as such, for example 
programmable control devices which control e.g. an actuator and the direction of movement of 
the actuator, or stop the actuator, when necessary. By means of the control system, the 
crimping machine is controlled to perform desired operations and various crimping cycles. 
Typically, the crimping machine system comprises sensors for monitoring the position of the 
jaws either directly or indirectly. In addition, it is possible to monitor the force exerted by the 
jaws on the work piece, for example by monitoring the pressure of an actuator or the current 
and by estimating said force on the basis of it.

[0057] The presented solutions are not limited in any way to the above presented alternatives
and examples only. The above presented functions, structures and features can be combined
in a desired away in a crimping machine system or a crimping machine applying the above
presented solution, and the same also applies to the above described inclined or threaded
power transmitting members and inclined or helical guide surfaces. For example, the crimping
machine system may comprise several adjacent coggings 21 engaged to one or more parts of
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the circular structure. Several cogged wheels 22, each rotating a single cogging, may be 
coupled to the motor 23 or the gear 33.

[0058] Consequently, the invention is not restricted solely to the alternatives and examples 
presented above, but it may vary in accordance with the appended claims.
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PATENTKRAV

1. Krympemaskinesystem omfattende

et sæt kæber (11) anbragt i et cirkulært array, definerende en central åbning (12) dan

net af sættet af kæber og beregnet til et arbejdsstykke der skal krympes, hvor sættet af 

kæber er konfigureret til at bevæge sig radialt i forhold til en centerakse (X) defineret 

af sættet af kæber,

en flange struktur (14) konfigureret til at bevæge sig i en retning parallelt med center

aksen,

et første kraftoverførende element (31) udstyret med første og anden skrånende styre

flader (13, 15) og anbragt mellem sættet af kæber (11) og flangestrukturen (14), hvor 

flangestrukturen (14) bevæger sig i retning parallelt med centeraksen (X), hvor det 

første kraftoverførende element (31) er konfigureret til at tvinge sættet af kæber (11) 

til at bevæge sig radialt mod centeraksen (X),

kendetegnet ved, at krympemaskinesystemet yderligere omfatter:

en cirkulær struktur (16), der er ringformet og konfigureret til at rotere rundt om cen

teraksen (X), hvor flangestrukturen (14) er anbragt inde i den cirkulære struktur (16), 

et andet kraftoverførende element (17) udstyret med første og anden spiralformede 

styreflader (19, 20) og anbragt mellem den cirkulære struktur (16) og flangestrukturen

(14) til overførsel af kræfter fra den cirkulære struktur (16) til flangen strukturen (14), 

hvor det andet kraftoverførende element (17), når den cirkulære struktur (16) roterer 

rundt om centeraksen (X), er konfigureret til at tvinge flangestrukturen (14) til at be

væge sig i retningen parallelt med centeraksen (X) og

tredje kraftoverførende elementer (18) forbundet til den cirkulære struktur (16) og 

konfigureret til at overføre kraft og bevægelse til den cirkulære struktur (16), 

hvor den første spiralformede styreflade (19) er anbragt på flangestrukturens (14) ydre 

overflade og er konfigureret til at omslutte flange strukturen (14), og den anden spiral

formede styreflade (20) er anbragt på den indre overflade af den cirkulære struktur 

(16) og er konfigureret til at omslutte flange strukturen (14).
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2. Krympemaskinesystem ifølge krav 1, hvor den første skrånende styreflade (13) er 

anbragt i sættet af kæber, har en cirkulær form og er skrånende i forhold til centerak

sen (X) og hvor den anden skrånende styreflade (15) er anbragt i flangestrukturen, har 

en cirkulær form og er skrånende i forhold til centeraksen (X), hvor den anden skrå

nende styreflade (15) er anbragt mod den første skrånende styreflade (13), og mens 

flangestrukturen (14) bevæger sig i retningen parallelt med centeraksen (X), er den 

anden skrånende styreflade (15) konfigureret til at glide langs den første skrånende 

styreflade (13) og samtidigt at tvinge sættet af kæber (11) til at bevæge sig radialt mod 

centeraksen (X).

3. Krympemaskinesystem ifølge krav 1 eller 2, hvor den anden spiralformede styre

flade (20) er anbragt mod den første spiralformede styreflade (19), og mens den cirku

lære struktur (16) roterer rundt om centeraksen (X), er den anden spiralformede styre

flade (20) konfigureret til at glide langs den første spiralformede styreflade (19) og 

samtidig til at tvinge flangestrukturen (14) til at bevæge sig i retningen parallelt med 

centeraksen (X).

4. Krympemaskinesystem ifølge krav 3, hvor den første spiralformede styreflade (19) 

er et eksternt skruegevind, og den anden spiralformede styreflade (20) er et internt 

skruegevind.

5. Krympemaskinesystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1 til 4, hvor krympe- 

maskinesystemet yderligere omfatter en fortanding (21) til at drive den cirkulære 

struktur (16), hvor fortandingen har en cirkulær form og er anbragt i den cirkulære 

struktur (16).

6. Krympemaskinesystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1 til 5, hvor krympe- 

maskinesystemet yderligere omfatter en aktuator (23) konfigureret til at frembringe 

kraft og bevægelse, der skal overføres til den cirkulære struktur (16), hvor aktuatoren 

er en elektrisk motor.

7. Krympemaskinesystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1 til 6, hvor krympe- 

maskinesystemet yderligere omfatter
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en anden flangestruktur (25) konfigureret til at bevæge sig i en retning parallelt med

centeraksen, hvor den første og anden flangestruktur (14, 25) yderligere er konfigure

ret til at bevæge sig samtidigt mod hinanden,

et tredje kraftoverførende element (32) udstyret med tredje og fjerde skrånende styre

flader (24, 26) og anbragt mellem sættet af kæber (11) og den anden flangestruktur 

(25), hvor mens den anden flangestruktur (25) bevæger sig i den retning, der er paral

lel med centeraksen (X), er det tredje kraftoverførende element (32) konfigureret til at 

tvinge sættet af kæber (11) til at bevæge sig radialt mod centeraksen (X) og

et fjerde kraftoverførende element (27) udstyret med tredje og fjerde spiralformede 

styreflader (28, 29) og anbragt mellem den cirkulære struktur (16) og den anden flan

gestruktur (25) til transmission af kræfter fra den cirkulære struktur (16) til den anden 

flangestruktur (25), hvor mens den cirkulære struktur (16) roterer rundt om centerak

sen (X), er det fjerde kraftoverførende element (27) konfigureret til at tvinge den an

den flangestruktur (25) til at bevæge sig i retningen parallelt med centeraksen (X).

8. Krympemaskinesystem ifølge krav 7, hvor den tredje skrånende styreflade (24) er 

anbragt i sættet af kæber, har en cirkulær form og er skrånende i forhold til centerak

sen (X) og den første skrånende styreflade (13) og hvor den fjerde skrånende styrefla

de (26) er anbragt i den anden flange struktur, har en cirkulær form og er skrånende i 

forhold til centeraksen (X), hvor den fjerde skrånende styreflade (26) er anbragt mod 

den tredje skrånende styreflade (24), og mens den anden flangestruktur (25) bevæger 

sig i retningen parallelt med centeraksen (X), er den fjerde skrånende styreflade (26) 

konfigureret til at glide langs den tredje skrånende styreflade (24) og samtidig til at 

tvinge sættet af kæber (11) til at bevæge sig radialt mod centeraksen (X).

9. Krympemaskinesystem ifølge krav 7 eller 8, hvor den tredje spiralformede styrefla

de (28) har en modsat rotationsretning i forhold til den første spiralformede styreflade 

(19), og hvor den fjerde spiralformede styreflade (29) er anbragt i den cirkulære struk

tur (16) og har en modsat rotationsretning i forhold til den anden spiralformede styre

flade (20), hvor den fjerde spiralformede styreflade (29) er anbragt mod den tredje 

spiralformede styreflade (28), og mens den cirkulære struktur (16) roterer om center

aksen (X), er den fjerde spiralformede styreflade (29) udformet til at glide langs den 

tredje spiralformede styreflade (28) og samtidig til at tvinge den anden flangestruktur 

(25) til at bevæger sig i retningen parallelt med centeraksen (X).
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10. Krympemaskinesystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1 til 9, hvor krym- 

pemaskinesystemet yderligere omfatter mindst et styreelement (30), langs hvilket 

flangestrukturen (14) er bevægelig i retningen parallelt med centeraksen (X), og yder

ligere er det mindst ene styreelement (30) konfigureret til at forhindre rotation af flan- 

gestrukturen (14) rundt om centeraksen.

11. Krympemaskinesystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1 til 10, hvor, når 

den cirkulære struktur (16) roterer i en modsat retning rundt om centeraksen (X), er 

det første kraftoverførende element (17) konfigureret til at tvinge flange strukturen 

(14) til at bevæge sig i en modsat retning parallelt med centeraksen og for at lade sæt

tet af kæber (11) bevæge sig i en modsat retning radialt væk fra centeraksen (X).

12. Krympemaskinesystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1 til 11, hvor flange

strukturen (14) er ringformet, og den centrale åbning (12) er frit tilgængelig fra to 

modsatte sider af krympemaskinesystemet.

13. Krympemaskinesystem ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1 til 12, hvor syste

met yderligere omfatter

en rammestruktur (10) med en C- eller U-formet struktur,

hvor flangestrukturen (14) og den cirkulære struktur (16) er bevægelige i forhold til 

ramme strukturen (10), hvor i det mindste den cirkulære struktur (16) og flangestruktu

ren (14) delvist er anbragt inden i rammestrukturen (10), og

hvor rammestrukturen (10) er anbragt på to sider af den cirkulære struktur og flange

struktur og i retninger, der er modsatte og parallelle med centeraksen (X).
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